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Start-ups that bet on the farm
By Philip Delves Broughton

Twenty minutes from Venice airport, with the city shimmering behind you and wintry fields stretching all the way to the Dolomites, the

tell-tale signs start to emerge. A table football game set up on a stone terrace outside a barn. Hunched figures in dark parkas pacing

around, talking anxiously into their phones. A cluster of wooden cubes, each the size of a shipping container, with sliding glass doors and

MacBooks glowing within. You have arrived at H-Farm – an effort to create a technology and venture capital hub in a country with

neither.

The project’s founders have set themselves a stiff challenge. Italy has one of the worst venture capital environments in Europe. A

recent study by the Swiss firm, Verve Capital Partners, found that Italians spent just $1 per capita each year on venture capital

investment, compared with the Swiss, who spend $69 and the British, who spend $39.

H-Farm was founded in 2005 by Riccardo Donadon, 45, and Maurizio Rossi, 47, who were both born, educated and ran businesses here

in the Veneto – one the wealthiest and most productive regions of Europe. It is home to some of Italy’s most successful businesses.

Benetton is here, as are Diesel, Geox, Sisley and the spectacles company Luxottica.

But while regions like the Veneto have tremendous entrepreneurial traditions, according to Mr Rossi, they are built around family

businesses and family support, which tends to the conservative. “This is typical of old countries,” he says. “We want to bring a new

model here.”

That model is one of high-tech accelerators, incubators, groups of investors and frequent high-multiple exits, which you find in Silicon

Valley, New York and to an increasing extent London.

As for their own previous entrepreneurial experiences, Mr Donadon founded and sold a digital advertising

agency, while Mr Rossi worked for many years selling extreme sports clothing – which immersed him in

youth culture and digital marketing.

At its most basic, H-Farm is a property development: several acres of farmland between Venice, Padua and

Treviso, owned by the founders, which is being transformed slowly into an elegant complex of restored barns

and modern cubes, housing a start-up incubator, a venture capital firm, a corporate training centre and meeting spaces for aspiring

entrepreneurs. Eventually, the owners plan to build housing for the people who work here.

The H stands for “human” as the project is intended to be a blend of traditional and modern, human and technological. You eat an

organic lunch at wooden tables in the H-Osteria, take a stroll among ancient fruit trees then return to work under wooden beams at

your tech start-up. “Technology is no longer something apart,” says Mr Rossi. “It is part of our daily life.”

Looking around a converted barn, Mr Donadon says: “Buildings like this used to be the entire economy. So we are encouraging people

to come back to their roots, to create revolutionary businesses in these old houses, without building anything new, and to work in a

better way.”

It is a seductive and modern idea, different from the usual Silicon Valley wannabes around the world, which tend to build a business

park, offer tax breaks, links to some nearby universities and hope the rest will happen. Consequently, H-Farm draws a constant stream

of international visitors, curious about its chances. Its venture capital fund has both Italian investors, such as Renzo Rossi, the founder

of Diesel who owns 20 per cent of H-Farm, and non-Italians including Bertelsmann.

H-Farm is not just trying to shunt more new companies through an existing pipeline, the way incubators do in Silicon Valley. It is trying

to build the whole pipeline, from idea, to investment, to execution and exit.

Its greatest asset is its neighbours, the universities of Trento, Padua and Venice, which produce a stream

of skilled graduates, and the businesses located nearby. “We are very close to the market and can bring

these companies to customers fast,” says Mr. Donadon. “There are lots of international brands in this

area.”
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year, it received about 600

applications, which were

whittled down to six

companies. 

● These six were given

€30,000 and the opportunity to

rent one of H-Farm’s office

cubes and use its shared

support services, such as

lawyers, accountants and web

hosting. 

● After several months, the

companies were reviewed.

The best received an

investment from 

H-Farm’s €10m venture capital

fund and were invited to move

into one of the barn buildings. 

● After being hot-housed for a

few years, the hope is that

these companies will then be

sold, either in an IPO or to a

larger company. This is the

toughest part of the process.

“It’s now possible to seed

companies around the world,

but the great challenge is first

reaching the market and then

turning our investment into a

successful exit,” says co-

founder Maurizio Rossi. “We

might have a nice start-up, but

how do we become visible,

perhaps to someone in the US

or in London who might buy it?

That’s what’s going to be

difficult.”
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H-Farm’s successes to date have followed a similar pattern. They develop a scalable technology, which

they get to experiment with and prove with local businesses with international reputations and reach, and

then move beyond Italy.

H-umus integrates interactive touchscreen applications with hardware systems such as RFID, which

allows for more efficient supply chains. H-umus’s first clients were companies such as Giorgio Armani and

Diesel, but it is now targeting international fashion companies with similar challenges.

H-Art is a digital agency born on H-Farm, 90 per cent acquired by WPP in 2009, which has retained its

headquarters at H-Farm while opening offices in Milan, Florence and Rome. Zooppa was incubated at H-

Farm to provide a platform for user-generated advertising for big companies. Again, its earliest clients

were Italian brands, but it now has its main office in Seattle and is working with major US companies such

as AT&T and Procter & Gamble.

Once one of the most productive countries in Europe, Italy is now one of the least. Its demographics are

dreadful and its government is engaged in a painful belt-tightening process to satisfy the EU. The prime

minister, Mario Monti, has promised to reform labour laws to stimulate growth but, while the country

waits, Italy’s rescue is falling to its entrepreneurs. The leadership of Sergio Marchionne, for example, has

helped to transform Fiat, while men like Brunello Cuccinelli, the cashmere king, have become heroes for

paying workers well and giving large sums to charity. Diego Della Valle, chief executive of Tod’s, has

offered €25m to restore Rome’s Colosseum because the city could not afford to do it.

The Italian government is also promising to increase incentives for venture capital investment and start-

ups, but only in the next phase of its reforms. H-Farm, however, is not holding its breath. It considers

itself and its region to have more in common with the most productive areas of Germany than the rest of

Italy. “People round here don’t care about politics and what public money can do,” says Mr Rossi.

“Entrepreneurs in this region would be happy if politics just disappeared. We have learnt to assume that

it is bad and so what we do is different and apart from the traditional problems. Strikes by taxi drivers

are very far from where we are. Out challenge is to enable valuable start-ups to do business and for that

we have to provide all the solutions ourselves.”
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